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About This Game

Among the Sleep is a first person horror adventure, in which you play a two year old child. After waking up in the middle of the
night to mysterious sounds, you start exploring the dark looking for comfort.

The game explores horror through atmosphere and exploration, not with scores and combat systems. In Among the Sleep you’re
vulnerable, scared, and trying to make sense of the world.

What people are saying

"With all the lumpen, gristly protagonists clogging up today's starring roles, it's heartening to see somebody trying something
a little out of the ordinary."
- Edge

"More, please!" 
- Kotaku

"Everything, from the sound of infantile breathing to the wobbliness of the camera and the unsteadiness of little hands, has
been designed to accurately put ourselves behind the eyes of a toddler. Watching the trailer, the effect is simply astounding,
while the Paranormal Activity-style scares that surround the child are pulled off with panache."
- Gamefront

"Its depiction of a first-person horror told through the eyes and stumbling little legs of a two-year old is as intriguing as
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anything I've seen all year, and reminiscent of a time when games actively sought out new ways to play and new stories to
tell."
- Eurogamer
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Title: Among the Sleep Demo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Krillbite Studio
Publisher:
Krillbite Studio
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsXP SP2 or higher

Processor: Dualcore 2.2GHz Processor

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Video card with 512MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: Best enjoyed with headset!

English
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i was playing and it glitched and the sides of the screen was all weird. This is so good! Everyone should play this game! It's so
Creepy and i've Played the full version!. I HATE THIS GAME!! IT SUCKS! I DON'T RECOMMEND IT.. IT IS SO
DIFFICULT AND 50 MINS INTO THIS GAME AND SUDDENLY I FELT DAMN SICK AND NAUSEA REAL BAD
THAT NOW I AM GONNA VOMIT REAL BAD! BECAUSE OF THE CRAWLING\/WALKING AND THE DARK
GRAPHICS ETC!!!! NOW I AM REALLY SICK THANKS TO THIS GAME!
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